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Abstract. The mathematical concept of Markov chains is widely used
to model and analyze many engineering and scientific problems. Marko-
vian models are usually analyzed using computer simulation, and more
recently using probabilistic model-checking but these methods either do
not guarantee accurate analysis or are not scalable. As an alternative,
we propose to use higher-order-logic theorem proving to reason about
properties of systems that can be described as Markov chains. As the
first step towards this goal, this paper presents a formalization of time
homogeneous finite-state Discrete-time Markov chains and the formal
verification of some of their fundamental properties, such as Joint prob-
abilities, Chapman-Kolmogorov equation and steady state probabilities,
using the HOL theorem prover. For illustration purposes, we utilize our
formalization to analyze a simplified binary communication channel.

1 Introduction

In probability theory, Markov chains are used to model time varying random
phenomena that exhibit the memoryless property [3]. In fact, most of the ran-
domness that we encounter in engineering and scientific domains has some sort
of time-dependency. For example, noise signals vary with time, duration of a
telephone call is somehow related to the time it is made, population growth is
time dependant and so is the case with chemical reactions. Therefore, Markov
chains have been extensively investigated and applied for designing systems in
many branches of science and engineering. Some of their important applications
include functional correctness and performance analysis of telecommunication
and security protocols, reliability analysis of hardware circuits, software testing,
internet page ranking and statistical mechanics.

Traditionally, simulation has been the most commonly used computer-based
analysis technique for Markovian models. The approximate nature of simula-
tion poses a serious problem in highly sensitive and safety critical applications,
such as, nuclear reactor control and aerospace software engineering. To improve
the accuracy of the simulation results, Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
methods [16], which involve sampling from desired probability distributions by
constructing a Markov chain with the desired distribution, are frequently ap-
plied. The major limitation of MCMC is that it generally requires hundreds of
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thousands of simulations to evaluate the desired probabilistic quantities and be-
comes impractical when each simulation step involves extensive computations.
Other state-based approaches to analyze Markovian models include software
packages, such as Markov analyzers and reliability or performance evaluation
tools, which are all based on numerical methods [27]. Although these software
packages can be successfully applied to analyze large scale Markovian models,
the results cannot be guaranteed to be accurate because the underlying iterative
methods are not 100% precise. Another technique, Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN )
[9], has been found as a powerful method for modeling and analyzing Markovian
systems because it allows local state modeling instead of global modeling. The
key limiting factor of the application of SPN models using this approach is the
complexity of their analysis.

Formal methods are able to conduct precise system analysis and thus over-
come the inaccuracies of the above mentioned techniques. Due to the extensive
usage of Markov chains in analyzing safety-critical systems, probabilistic model
checking [24] has been recently proposed for analyzing Markov chains. It offers
exact solutions but is limited by the state-space explosion problem [2] and the
time of analyzing a system is largely dependent on the convergence speed of the
underlying algorithms. Similarly, we cannot verify generic mathematical prop-
erties using probabilistic model checking due to the inherent state-based nature
of the approach. Thus, the probabilistic model checking approach, even though
is capable of providing exact solutions automatically, is quite limited in terms
of handling a variety of systems and properties.

In this paper, we propose to use higher-order-logic theorem proving [7] as a
complementary technique for analyzing Markovian models and thus overcome
the limitations of the above mentioned techniques. Time-homogeneousity is an
important concept in analyzing Markovian models. In particular, we formalize a
time-homogeneous Discrete-Time Markov Chain (DTMC) with finite state space
in higher-order logic and then, building upon this definition, formally verify some
of the fundamental properties of a DTMC, such as, Joint Probability Distribu-
tion, Chapman-Kolmogorov Equation, and Steady-state Probabilities [3]. These
properties play a vital role in reasoning about many interesting characteristics
while analyzing the Markovian models of real-world systems as well as pave the
path to the verification of more advanced properties related to DTMC. In order
to illustrate the effectiveness of our work and demonstrate its utilization, we
present the formal analysis of a simplified binary communication channel.

2 Related Work

As described above, Markov Analyzers, such as MARCA [17] and DNAmaca [15],
which contain numerous matrix manipulation and numerical solution procedures,
are powerful autonomous tools for analyzing large-scale Markovian models. Un-
fortunately, most of their algorithms are based on iterative methods that begin
from some initial approximation and end at some convergent point, which is the
main source of inaccuracy in such methods.
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Many reliability evaluation software tools integrate simulation and numerical
analyzers for modeling and analyzing the reliability, maintainability or safety of
systems using Markov methods, which offer simplistic modeling approaches and
are more flexible compared to traditional approaches, such as Fault Tree [14].
Some prevalent tool examples are Möbius [19] and Relex Markov [23]. Some
other software tools for evaluating performance, e.g. MACOM [25] and HYDRA
[6], take the advantages of a popular Markovian algebra, i.e., PEPA [21], to
model systems and efficiently compute passage time densities and quantities in
large-scale Markov chains. However, the algorithms used to solve the models are
based on approximations, which leads to inaccuracies.

Stochastic Petri Nets provide a versatile modeling technique for stochastic
systems. The most popular softwares are SPNP [4] and GreatSPN [8]. These
tools can model, validate, and evaluate the distributed systems and analyze
the dynamic events of the models using something other than the exponential
distribution. Although they can easily manage the size of the system model, the
iterative methods employed to compute the stationary distribution or transient
probabilities of a model result in inaccurate analysis.

Probabilistic model checking [1,24] is the state-of-the-art formal Markov chain
analysis technique. Numerous probabilistic model checking algorithms and
methodologies have been proposed in the open literature, e.g., [5,20], and based
on these algorithms, a number of tools, e.g., PRISM [22] and VESTA [26] have
been developed. They support the analysis of probabilistic properties of DTMC,
Continuous-Time Markov chains, Markov decision processes and Semi-Markov
Process and have been used to analyze many real-world systems including com-
munication and multimedia protocols. But they suffer from state-space explosion
as well as do not support the verification of generic mathematical expressions.
Also, because of numerical methods implemented in the tools, the final results
cannot be termed 100% accurate. The proposed HOL theorem proving based
approach provides another way to specify larger systems and accurate results.

HOL theorem proving has also been used for conducting formal probabilis-
tic analysis. Hurd [13] formalized some measure theory in higher-order logic
and proposed an infrastructure to formalize discrete random variables in HOL.
Then, Hasan [10] extended Hurd’s work by providing the support to formalize
continuous random variables [10] and verify the statistical properties, such as,
expectation and variance, for both discrete and continuous random variables
[10,11]. Recently, Mhamdi [18] proposed a significant formalization of measure
theory and proved Lebesgue integral properties and convergence theorems for
arbitrary functions. But, to the best of our knowledge, the current state-of-the-
art high-order-logic theorem proving based probabilistic analysis do not provide
any theory to model and verify Markov systems and reasoning about their cor-
responding probabilistic properties. The main contribution of the current paper
is to bridge this gap. We mainly build upon Hurd’s work to formalize DTMC
and verify some of their basic probabilistic properties. The main reason behind
choosing Hurd’s formalization of probability theory for our work is the availabil-
ity of formalized discrete and continuous random variables in this framework, as
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described above. These random variables can be utilized along with our formal-
ization of DTMC to formally represent real-world systems by their correspond-
ing Markovian models in higher-order logic and reason about these models in a
higher-order-logic theorem prover.

3 Probability Theory and Random Variables in HOL

A measure space is defined as a triple (Ω, Σ, μ) where Ω is a set, called the
sample space, Σ represents a σ-algebra of subsets of Ω and the subsets are
usually referred to as measurable sets, and μ is a measure with domain Σ. A
probability space is a measure space (Ω, Σ,Pr) such that the measure, referred
to as the probability and denoted by Pr, of the sample space is 1.

The measure theory developed by Hurd [13] defines a measure space as a pair
(Σ, μ). Whereas the sample space, on which this pair is defined, is implicitly
implied from the higher-order-logic definitions to be equal to the universal set
of the appropriate data-type. Building upon this formalization, the probability
space was also defined in HOL as a pair (E , P), where the domain of P is the set
E , which is a set of subsets of infinite Boolean sequences B

∞. Both P and E are
defined using the Carathéodory’s Extension theorem, which ensures that E is a
σ-algebra: closed under complements and countable unions.

Now, a random variable, which is one of the core concepts in probabilistic
analysis, is a fundamental probabilistic function and thus can be modeled in
higher-order logic as a deterministic function, which accepts the infinite Boolean
sequence as an argument. These deterministic functions make random choices
based on the result of popping the top most bit in the infinite Boolean sequence
and may pop as many random bits as they need for their computation. When
the functions terminate, they return the result along with the remaining portion
of the infinite Boolean sequence to be used by other programs. Thus, a random
variable which takes a parameter of type α and ranges over values of type β can
be represented in HOL by the following function.

F : α → B∞ → β × B∞

As an example, consider a Bernoulli(1
2 ) random variable that returns 1 or 0

with equal probability 1
2 . It has been formalized in higher-order logic as follows

∀ s. bit s = if shd s then 1 else 0, stl s

where the functions shd and stl are the sequence equivalents of the list opera-
tions ’head’ and ’tail’, respectively. The function bit accepts the infinite Boolean
sequence s and returns a pair. The first element of the returned pair is a random
number that is either 0 or 1, depending on the Boolean value of the top most
element of s. Whereas, the second element of the pair is the unused portion of
the infinite Boolean sequence, which in this case is the tail of the sequence.

Once random variables are formalized, as mentioned above, we can utilize
the formalized probability theory infrastructure to reason about their proba-
bilistic properties. For example, the following Probability Mass Function (PMF)
property can be verified for the function bit using the HOL theorem prover.
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� P {s | FST (bit s) = 1} = 1
2

where the function FST selects the first component of a pair and {x|C(x)} rep-
resents a set of all x that satisfy the condition C.

The above approach has been successfully used to formally verify most basic
probability theorems [13], such as the law of additivity, and conditional proba-
bility related properties [12]. For instance, the conditional probability has been
formalized as:

Definition: Conditional Probability
� ∀ A B.

cond prob A B = P(A
⋂

B) / P(B)

which plays a vital role in our work. Another frequently used formally verified
theorem, in our work, is the Total Probability Theorem [12], which is described,
for a finite, mutually exclusive, and exhaustive sequence Bi of events and an
event A, as follows

Pr(A) =
n−1∑

i=0

Pr(Bi)Pr(A|Bi). (1)

We also verified the following closely related property in HOL

Pr(B)Pr(A|B) = Pr(A)Pr(B|A) (2)

where events A and B are measurable. This property will be used in verifying
some important Markov chain properties later.

4 Formal Modeling of Discrete-Time Markov Chains

Given a probability space, a stochastic process {Xt : Ω → S} represents a se-
quence of random variables X , where t represents the time that can be discrete
(represented by non-negetive integers) or continuous (represented by real num-
bers) [3]. The set of values taken by each Xt, commonly called states, is referred
to as the state space. The sample space Ω of the process consists of all the pos-
sible sequences based on a given state space S. Now, based on these definitions,
a Markov process can be defined as a stochastic process with Markov property.
If a Markov process has finite or countably infinite state space, then it is called
a Markov chain and satisfies the following Markov property.

For all k and p, if p < t, k < p and xt+1 and all the states xi (i ∈ [k, t)) are
in the state space, then

Pr{Xt+1 = xt+1|Xt = xt, . . . , Xp = xp . . . , Xk = xk} =
Pr{Xt+1 = xt+1|Xt = xt}.

(3)

Additionally, if t ranges over nonnegative integers or, in other words, the time is
a discrete quantity, and the states are in a finite state space, then such a Markov
chain is called a Finite-state Discrete-Time Markov Chain. A Markov chain, if
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with the same conditional probabilities Pr(Xn+1 = a | Xn = b), is referred to as
the time-homogeneous Markov chain [3]. Time-homogeneousity is an important
concept in analyzing Markovian models and therefore, in our development, we
focus on formalizing Time-homogeneous Discrete-Time Markov Chain with finite
space, which we refer to in this paper as DTMC. A DTMC is usually expressed
by specifying:

– an initial distribution defined by π0(s) = Pr(X0 = s), π0(s) ≥ 0(∀s ∈ S),
and

∑
s∈S π0(s) = 1.

– transition probabilities pij defined as ∀i, j ∈ S, pij = Pr{Xt+1 = j|Xt = i},
pij ≥ 0 and

∑
j∈S pij = 1

Based on the above mentioned definitions, we formalize the notion of a DTMC
in HOL as the following predicate:

Definition 1:
Time homogeneous Discrete-Time Markov Chain with Finite state space
� ∀ f l x Linit Ltrans.
Time homo mc f l x Linit Ltrans =
(∀ i. (i < l) ⇒

(P{s | FST (f 0 s) = xi} = EL i Linit) ∧
(
∑l−1

k=0(EL i Linit = 1))) ∧
(∀ t i j. (i < l) ∧ (j < l) ⇒

(P{s | FST (f (t + 1) s) = xj}|{s | FST (f t s) = xi} =
(EL (i * l + j) Ltrans)) ∧

(
∑l−1

k=0(EL (i * l + k) Ltrans = 1))) ∧
(∀ t k. (k < l) ⇒ measurable {s | FST (f t s) = xk}) ∧
(∀ t.

⋃l−1
k=0 {s | FST (f t s) = xk} = UNIV) ∧

(∀ t u v. (u < l) ∧ (v < l) ∧ (u 	= v) ⇒
disjoint ({s | FST (f t s) = xu} {s | FST (f t s) = xv})) ∧

(∀ i j m r t w L Lt.
((∀ k. (k ≤ r) ⇒ (EL k L < l)) ∧ (i < l) ∧ (j < l) ∧
(Lt ⊆ [m, r]) ∧ (m ≤ r) ∧ (w + r < t)) ⇒
(P({s | FST (f (t + 1) s) = xj}|{{s | FST (f t s) = xi}

⋂

(
⋂

kεLt {s | FST (f (w + k) s) = x(EL k L)})}) =
P({s | FST (f (t + 1) s) = xj}|{s | FST (f t s)= xi}))) ∧

(∀ t n i j.
(i < l) ∧ (j < l) ⇒
(P({s | FST (f (t + 1) s) = xj}|{s | FST (f t s) = xi}) =
P({s | FST (f (n + 1) s) = xj}|{s | FST (f n s) = xi})))

The function Time homo mc accepts a sequence of random variables f, the cardi-
nality of the set of their possible states l, a function x that accepts the index and
returns the state corresponding to the given DTMC, and two real lists: the initial
states probability distribution Linit and the transition probabilities Ltrans.
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The predicate Time homo mc adheres to following five conditions:

– the DTMC must follow the given initial distribution Linit, in which the
summation of all the elements is 1. The transition probabilities Ltrans, in
which the summation of each l elements is 1, is an intrinsic characteristic of
a stochastic matrix.

– all events involving the Markov chain random variables are measurable (∀ t
k. (k < l) ⇒ measurable {s | FST (f t s) = xk}).

– the union of all states forms the state space as a universal set UNIV (∀ t.
⋃l−1

k=0
{s | FST (f t s) = xk} = UNIV).

– the fifth condition ensures that the states in the state space of a given Markov
chain are mutually exclusive (∀ t u v. (u < l) ∧ (v < l) ∧ (u 	= v)
⇒ disjoint ({s | FST (f t s) = xu} {s | FST (f t s) = xv})).

– the sixth condition corresponds to the memoryless property in Equation (3).
Mathematically, if xt+1, xt, xi and xj are the states in the state space, and
w + k < t, then the following equation holds

Pr{Xt+1 = xt+1|Xt = xt, . . . , Xw+k = xi, Xk = xj , . . .} =
Pr{Xt+1 = xt+1|Xt = xt}.

(4)

We model history of states in our formalization by a list L, which contains the
state elements ranging from 0 to l− 1. Thus, the list L, with r + 1 elements
or less, represents the indices of passed states and its elements have to be less
than l (∀ k. (k ≤ r) ⇒ (EL k L < l)). In (

⋂
k∈Lt {s | FST (f (w +

k) s) = x(EL k L)}), where the function (EL k L) returns the kth element
of the list L, it gives a general time index of every event and a flexible length
of the event sequence. (k ε Lt) makes sure that the passed states can be
freely chosen from a set Lt, which includes natural numbers and is a subset
of the interval [m, r] (Lt ⊆ [m, r]). Condition (w + r < t) ensures that
the states in this intersection set are passed states.

– the last condition represents the time homogeneousity of a discrete-time
Markov chain f .

It is important to note that for generality our definition can work with discrete-
time random variables of any data type.

5 Verification of Discrete-Time Markov Chain Properties

In this section, we present the formal verification of the most important proper-
ties of discrete-time Markov Chain.

5.1 Joint Probability of a Markov Chain

The joint probability of a Markov chain defines the probability of events involving
two or more random variables associated with a chain. Joint probability is very
useful in analyzing multi-stage experiments when an event chain happens, and
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reversible stochastic processes. Also, this concept is the basis for joint probability
generating function, which is used in many different fields. Mathematically, the
joint probability of n + 1 discrete random variables X0, X1, . . ., Xn in a Markov
chain can be expressed as [3]:

Pr{Xt = x0, · · · , Xt+n = xn} =
n−1∏

k=0

Pr{Xt+k+1 = xk+1|Xt+k = xk}Pr{Xt = x0}.

(5)

In Equation (5), Pr{Xt+k+1 = xk+1|Xt+k = xk} can be found in the given
one-step transition probabilities.

We formalize this property in HOL as following theorem:

Theorem 1: Joint Probability
� ∀ f l x t n L Linit Ltrans.

(Time homo mc f l x Linit Ltrans) ∧
(EVERY (λa. a < l) L) ∧ (n + 1 ≤ LENGTH L) ⇒
P(

⋂n
k=0{s | FST (f (t + k) s) = x(EL k L)}) =

∏n−1
k=0P({s | FST (f (t + k + 1) s) = x(EL (k+1) L)}|

{s | FST (f (t + k) s) = x(EL k L)})
P{s | FST (f t s) = x(EL 0 L)}

The variables above are used in the same context as Definition 1. The first
assumption ensures that f is a Markov chain. All the elements of the indices se-
quence L are less than l and the length of L is larger than or equal to the length
of the segment considered in the joint events. The conclusion of the theorem
represents Equation (5) in higher-order logic based on the probability theory
formalization, presented in Section 3. The proof of Theorem 1 is based on in-
duction on the variable n, Equation (1) and some arithmetic reasoning.

5.2 Chapman-Kolmogorov Equation

The well-known Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [3] is a widely used property of
time homogeneous Markov chains as it facilitates the use of a matrix theory for
analyzing large Markov chains. It basically gives the probability of going from
state i to j in m+n steps. Assuming the first m steps take the system from state
i to some intermediate state k, which is in the state space Ω and the remaining n
steps then take the system from state k to j, we can obtain the desired probability
by adding the probabilities associated with all the intermediate steps.

pij(m + n) =
∑

k∈Ω

pkj(n)pik(m) (6)

The notation pij(n) denotes the n-step transition probabilities from state i to j.

pij(n) = Pr{Xt+n = xj |Xt = xi} (7)
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Based on Equation (6), and Definition 1, the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
is formalized as follows

Theorem 2: Chapman-Kolmogorov Equation
� ∀ f i j x l m n Linit Ltrans.
(Time homo mc f l x Linit Ltrans) ∧ (i < l) ∧ (j < l) ∧
(∀ r. (r < l) ⇒ (0 < P{s | FST (f 0 s) = xr})) ⇒
P({s | FST (f (m + n) s) = xj}|{s | FST (f 0 s) = xi}) =
∑l−1

k=0(P({s | FST (f n s) = xj}|{s | FST (f 0 s) = xk})
P({s | FST (f m s) = xk}|{s | FST (f 0 s) = xi}))

The variables m and n denote the steps between two states and both of them
represent time. The first assumption ensures that the random process f is a
time homogeneous DTMC, using Definition 1. The following two assumptions,
i < l and j < l, define the allowable bounds for the index variables. The last
assumption is used to exclude the case when Pr{X0 = xj} = 0. Because it
makes no sense to analyze the conditional probability when the probability of a
state existing is 0. The conclusion of the theorem formally represents Equation
(6).

The proof of Theorem 2 again involves induction on the variable n and both
of the base and step cases are discharged using the following lemma.

Lemma 1: Multistep Transition Probability
� ∀ f i j x n Linit Ltrans.
(Time homo mc f l x Linit Ltrans) ∧ (i < l) ∧ (j < l) ∧
(0 < P{s | FST (f 0 s) = xi}) ⇒
P({s | FST (f (n + 1) s) = xj}|{s | FST (f 0 s) = xi}) =
∑l−1

k=0P({s | FST (f 1 s) = xj}|{s | FST (f 0 s) = xk})
P({s | FST (f n s) = xk}|{s | FST (f 0 s) = xi})

The proof of Lemma 1 is primarily based on the Total Probability theorem (1).

5.3 Absolute Probabilities

The unconditional probabilities associated with a Markov chain are referred to as
the absolute probabilities [3]. If the initial probability distribution of the system
being in a state, which has index k is given by Pr{X0 = xk}, then the absolute
probability of the system being in state j is given by

pj(n) = Pr{Xn = xj} =
l−1∑

k=0

Pr{X0 = xk}Pr{Xn = xj |X0 = xk}. (8)

This shows that, given an initial probability distribution and the n-step tran-
sition probabilities, the absolute probabilities in the state j after n step from the
start time 0 can be obtained by using this equation.

Based on our formal Markov chain definition, this property has been formal-
ized as the following theorem:
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Theorem 3: Absolute Probability
� ∀ f j x l n t Linit Ltrans.
(Time homo mc f l x Linit Ltrans) ∧ (j < l) ∧
(∀ r. (r < l) ⇒ (0 < P{s | FST (f 0 s) = xr})) ⇒
P{s | FST (f n s) = xj} =
∑l−1

k=0P{s | FST (f 0 s) = xk}
P({s | FST (f n s) = xj}|{s | FST (f 0 s) = xk})

The proof of Theorem 3 is based on the Total Probability theorem along with
some basic arithmetic and probability theoretic reasoning.

5.4 Steady State Probabilities

In many applications, analyzing the stability of Markovian models is of prime
importance. For example, we are interested in the probability of states as time
tends to infinity under certain conditions, like irreducibility and aperiodicity.

Let Xn, n ≥ 0, be a Markov chain having state space Ω and one-step transition
probability P (x, y) for going from state with value x to a state with value y. If
π(x), x ∈ Ω, are nonnegative numbers summing to one, and if

π(y) =
∑

x∈Ω

π(x)P (x, y), y ∈ Ω (9)

then π is called a stationary distribution. The corresponding HOL definition is as
follows. In this definition, xk and xi represent the variables x and y of Equation
(9), respectively.

Definition 2: Stationary Distribution
� ∀ p f n x l. stationary dist p f n x l =

∀ i.
(0 ≤ (p xi)) ∧(∑l−1

k=0 (p xk) = 1) ∧
(p xi =

∑l−1
k=0(p xk)P({s | FST (f (n + 1) s) = xi}|

{s | FST (f n s) = xk}))
As a finite Markov chain, the steady state probabilities are defined to be a

vector Vj = limn→∞P(n). For a time homogeneous finite Markov chain with one-
step transition probability P (x, y), if Vj exists for all j ∈ Ω, then Vj is known as
the stationary probability vector of that Markov chain. In other words, Vj is a
stationary distribution of a Markov chain if

– limn→∞pj(n) =
∑l−1

i=0limn→∞pi(n)pij , j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , (l - 1)
–

∑l−1
i=0 limn→∞ pi(n) = 1

– 0 ≤ limn→∞ pj(n)

The steady state probability is formalized in HOL as follows

Theorem 4: Steady State Probability
� ∀ f n x l Linit Ltrans.
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(Time homo mc f l x Linit Ltrans) ∧
(∀ x j. ∃u. P{s | FST (f n s) = xj} → u) ⇒
(stationary dist (λx k. limn→∞P{s | FST (f n s) = xk}) f n x l)

The proof of Theorem 4 is primarily based on the linearity of limit of a
sequence and the linearity of real summation.

5.5 Generalized Stationary Distribution

If a Markov chain with state space Ω and one-step transition probability P (x, y)
has a probability π that satisfies the detailed balance equations, given below,
then this distribution π is stationary for P (x, y). This theorem is called a gen-
eralized stationary theorem and can be mathematically described as follows:

π(x)P (x, y) = π(y)P (y, x), ∀x, y ∈ Ω (10)

The detailed balance equations can be formalized as follows, where xi and xj

represent variables x and y of Equations (10), respectively.

Definition 3: Detailed Balance Equations
� ∀ p f l. db equations p f l =

∀ x i j n.
(i < l) ∧ (j < l) ∧
((p xi)P({s | FST (f (n + 1) s) = xj}|{s | FST (f n s) = xi}) =
(p xj)P({s | FST (f (n + 1) s) = xi}|{s | FST (f n s) = xj}))

The first input variable p in the above predicate is a function that accepts
the state as the parameter and returns the probability given in Equation (10).
Based on this definition, the stationary theorem can be defined as follows:

Theorem 5: Generalized Stationary Distribution
� ∀ f x l n Linit Ltrans.
(db equations (λx i. P{s | FST (f n s) = xi}) f l) ∧
(Time homo mc f l x Linit Ltrans) ⇒
(stationary dist (λx k. P{s | FST (f n s) = xk}) f n x l)

Here, π(x) is specified as a function λx i. P{s | FST (f n s) = xi}. The proof
of Theorem 5 is based on the Total Probability theorem, given in Equation (1),
and the following Lemma:

Lemma 3: Summation of Transition Probability
� ∀ f x l i n Linit Ltrans.
(Time homo mc f l x Linit Ltrans) ∧ (i < l) ⇒∑l−1

j=0P({s | FST (f n s) = xj}|{s | FST (f 0 s) = xi} = 1

The proof script1for the formalization of Markov chain, presented in this sec-
tion, consists of approximately 2600 lines of HOL code. These results not only
ensure the correctness of our formal Markov chain definitions, presented in Sec-
tion 4, but also play a vital role in analyzing real-world systems that are modeled
by DTMC, as will be demonstrated in the next section.
1 Available at http://users.encs.concordia.ca/∼liy liu/code.html
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6 Application: Binary Communication Channel

In order to illustrate the usefulness of the proposed approach, we use our re-
sults to analyze a simplified binary communication channel model [28]. Also, we
compare the analysis of the same example using probabilistic model checking.

A binary communication channel is a channel with binary inputs and outputs.
The transmission channel is assumed to be noisy or imperfect, i.e., it is likely that
the receiver gets the wrong digit. This channel can be modeled as a two-state
time homogenous DTMC with the following state transition probabilities.

Pr{Xn+1 = 0 | Xn = 0} = 1 - a; Pr{Xn+1 = 1 | Xn = 0} = a;
Pr{Xn+1 = 0 | Xn = 1} = b; Pr{Xn+1 = 1 | Xn = 1} = 1 - b

The corresponding state diagram and channel diagram are given in Fig. 1.
The binary communication channel is widely used in telecommunication theory
as more complicated channels are modeled by cascading several of them. Here,
variables Xn−1 and Xn denote the digits leaving the systems (n−1)th stage and
entering the nth one, respectively. a and b are the crossover bit error probabilities.
Because variables X0 is also a random variable, the initial state is not determined,
Pr (X0 = 0) and Pr (X0 = 1) could not be 0 or 1.

1

1

Fig. 1. State Diagram and Channel Diagram of the Binary Channel Model

Although the initial distribution is unknown, the given binary communication
channel has been formalized in HOL as a generic model, using Definition 2.

Definition 4: Binary Communication Channel Model
� ∀ f x a b p q.
(binary communication channel model f a b p q) =
(Time homo mc f (2:num) x [p; q] [1 - a; a; b; 1 - b]) ∧
(|1 - a - b| < 1) ∧ (0 ≤ a ≤ 1) ∧ (0 ≤ b ≤ 1) ∧
(p + q = 1) ∧ (0 < p < 1) ∧ (0 < q < 1)

In this formal model, variable f represents the Markov chain and variables a,
b, p and q are parameters of the functions of initial distribution and transition
probabilities. The variable x represents a function that provides the state at a
given index.

The first condition ensures that f is a time-homogeneous DTMC, with which
the number of states l is 2, because there are only two states in the state
space. List [p; q] corresponds to Linit in Definition 1 and another list [1 -
a; a; b; 1 - b] gives the one-step transition probability matrix by combining
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all the rows into a list and corresponds to Ltrans in Definition 1. The next
three conditions define the allowable intervals for parameters a and b to restrict
the probability terms in [0,1]. It is important to note that, |1 - a - b| < 1
ensures that both a and b cannot be equal to 0 and 1 at the same time and thus
avoids the zero transition probabilities. The remaining conditions correspond to
one-step transition probabilities.

Next, we use our formal model to reason about the following properties.

Theorem 6: nth step Transition Probabilities
� ∀ f x a b n p q.
(binary communication channel model f x a b p q) ⇒
(P({s|FST (f n s)=x0}|{s|FST (f 0 s))=x0})= b+a(1−a−b)n

a+b ) ∧
(P({s|FST (f n s)=x1}|{s|FST (f 0 s))=x0})=a−a(1−a−b)n

a+b ) ∧
(P({s|FST (f n s)=x0}|{s|FST (f 0 s))=x1})= b−b(1−a−b)n

a+b ) ∧
(P({s|FST (f n s)=x1}|{s|FST (f 0 s))=x1})=a+b(1−a−b)n

a+b )

Theorem 7: Limiting State Probabilities
� ∀ f x a b p q.
(binary communication channel model f x a b p q) ⇒
(limn→∞P({s|FST (f n s)=x0}|{s|FST (f 0 s))=x0})= b

a+b) ∧
(limn→∞P({s|FST (f n s)=x1}|{s|FST (f 0 s))=x0})= a

a+b) ∧
(limn→∞P({s|FST (f n s)=x0}|{s|FST (f 0 s))=x1})= b

a+b) ∧
(limn→∞P({s|FST (f n s)=x1}|{s|FST (f 0 s))=x1})= a

a+b)

Theorem 6 has been verified by performing induction on n and then applying
Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 and along with some arithmetic reasoning. Theorem
6 is then used to verify Theorem 7 along with limit of real sequence principles.

This small 2-state Markov chain case study clearly illustrates the main strength
of the proposed theorem proving based technique against the probabilistic model
checking approach, where we verified the desired probabilistic characteristics as
generic theorems that are universally quantified for all allowable values of vari-
ables a, b and n. These variables can also be specialized to specific values to obtain
corresponding precise conditional probabilistic values.

7 Conclusions

This paper presents a higher-order-logic formalization of time homogeneous
DTMC. We built upon this formalization and verified fundamental DTMC prop-
erties using the HOL theorem prover. This infrastructure can be used to formally
model systems, which can be expressed as DTMC and formally reason about
their probabilistic properties. Due to the inherent soundness of this approach, it
is guaranteed to provide exact answers, which is a very useful feature while ana-
lyzing the Markovian models associated with safety or mission-critical systems.

For illustration, we analyzed a binary communication channel. Our results
exactly matched the corresponding paper-and-pencil based analysis, which as-
certains the precise nature of the proposed approach.
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To the best of our knowledge, the proposed work is the first of its kind and
opens the doors of a new but very promising research direction, i.e., integrating
HOL theorem proving in the domain of analyzing Markov chain based system
models. We are currently working on extending the set of formally verified prop-
erties regarding DTMCs and applying a matrix theory on this set of properties,
which will enable us to target a wider set of systems. We also plan to build
upon the formalization of continuous random variables [10] and statistical prop-
erties [10,11] to formalize Continuous-Time Markov chains to be able to formally
reason about statistical characteristics of a wider range of Markovian models.
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